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The ENiQ Guard
Let the Guard handle it.

Benefits
n

DESIGN

Changing the battery is done in a

Compliment any interior design with

matter of seconds, and emergency

the Guard’s clean and classy looks.

openings are a thing of the past.

We’d like you to meet the Guard –

resemblance, and can be further

Multicolour informational LED lighting

proving you can be tough and durable,

customized with different handles,

without foregoing a clean and classy
design. Our digital door handles,
part of the ENiQ line, safely secure

As with any ENiQ product, the Guard

any interior door you place them on,

is easily integrated into your ENiQ

and look good while doing it.

Security System, and can handle
any task you throw at it.

effortless endeavour, requiring
little to no preparation.
n

SUITABLE FOR ANY DOOR

BUILT TO LAST

The Guard is easily fitted on

combined with the choice of several

Our digital door handles are built

any door, including fire- and

ensuring they match both your

high quality stainless steel design

to last. Robust and strong, the Guard

smoke protection doors,

security needs and interior design.

handles ensure the Guard always is

can endure in any environment,

and emergency exits (T90 in

a true eyecatcher.

boasting the highest grade-of-use

preparation/EN179/EN1125).

CAREFREE

(Class 4 certification in preparation

Compatible with retrofit doors

Thanks to the long stand-by time

in accordance with EN 1906 /

and all European interaxis

and large number of locking cycles

prEN 16867).

dimensions, and can be

TROUBLE-FREE

overruled with a mechanical

Mounting the Guard is an

key when needed.

n

All different models of the Guard share

per battery, maintaining the Guard

the same DNA, have a clear family

is a carefree experience.

n

n
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Warehouses
Banks

The best of both worlds

Industry

Unifying mechanical and digital locking solutions.
Education

Offices

Governments

Airports

Sports Center
Hospitals

It’s all about you

Within the DOM ENiQ Security

uncompromised and future-proof

nearly any and all DOM mechanical

Ecosystem, you can easily create

control. The ENiQ Security Ecosystem

keys – you can expand our feature-rich

tailor-made security to fit any

even allows you to seamlessly

digital experience to all your locks.

situation, no matter how big, small

integrate our digital locking solutions

Unify your mechanical and digital

or complex. Our extensive library of

into your existing mechanical system.

systems with ENiQ and unlock endless

digital solutions is at your disposal,

Thanks to the DOM ClipTag - a high

possibilities – your Digital Security

designed to provide you with

security transponder designed to fit

Ecosystem by DOM.

But we’re here if you need us.

The DOM ENiQ system is designed

we appreciate that setting up a system

help you create your perfect

to work for you, not to make you

like this might not be something you

security solution. We’re always here

work. It allows you to create an

do on a regular basis. That’s where

for you if you need a helping hand;

unbeatable custom security system,

your trusted security expert comes

before, during, and long after

no matter how demanding or specific

into play. They know all the ins and

the installation of your Digital

your wishes. At the same time,

outs of our products and will gladly

Security Ecosystem.

+ =
Two systems, one key.

“ We see customers become
increasingly demanding
when furnishing their offices,
so matching digital handles
to their doors and interior
design in shape and colour
is an excellent option.”
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GUARD SLIMLINE
Without cylinder

GUARD SLIMLINE
With cylinder

GUARD SLIMLINE
COMPACT
Without cylinder

GUARD SLIMLINE
COMPACT
With cylinder

GUARD WIDELINE
Without cylinder

GUARD WIDELINE
With cylinder

GUARD WIDELINE
COMPACT
Without cylinder

GUARD WIDELINE
COMPACT
With cylinder

The Slim- and Wideline variants
The perfect handle for every door and situation.
Product features
CUSTOMIZABLE
The Slimline is a stylish solution that

for digital handles, the Guard Wideline

The Guard Compact is suitable

perfectly matches and enhances the

allows you to save time and money.

for existing doors with round,

look of modern interiors. It’s suitable

With its generously proportioned frame,

oval rosettes. It’s available in both

for both new and existing doors,

it easily masks any damage or signs

a Slimline and Wideline variant,

including tubular frame doors with

of use from previously placed locks.

and models with a rosette can always

small backsets under 25mm.

Despite its 56mm wide cover, almost

be overruled with a mechanical key.

When replacing your existing fittings

no new drilling holes are needed.

n

n

Easily screwed through and

POWERFUL
n

onto doors.

Lithium: Up to four years or

Variants: No cylinder (blind),

70,000 battery locking cycles

Europrofile, Swiss round cylinder

(Lithium batteries,

(22mm).
n

Excellent test results with

Multi-colour LED with dynamic
light signaling.

RELIABLE
n

of 200,000 door opening activations.
n

10 years of data storage in case
of power loss.

Class 4 certification in preparation
(in accordance with EN1906 &

2x AAA L-cells 1,5V).
n

Long product lifecycle: minimum

prEN 16867).
n

Full compatibility list with existing
panic locks for Emergency Exits.
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BLACK

GREY

WHITE
HANDLE MITRE
Cranked

HANDLE MITRE
L-shape

HANDLE MITRE
U-shape

HANDLE ROUNDED
Cranked

HANDLE ROUNDED
L-shape

HANDLE ROUNDED
U-shape

Beauty in details
The Guard is available in three classic colours.

Matching the look and design of

finishing touch is selecting a

and every detail of your interior

your interior doesn’t stop at finding

complimentary colour. For this reason,

shows thought and consideration.

the perfect handles for your doors.

the Guard is available in three classic

A subtle but equally important

colours, ensuring that each

Handle details
Applications

n

9mm Handle spindle with adapter

n

Up to 7° compensation for rest

your hand from accidentally

position of the handle.

getting caught behind

n

Perfect design for installation on

the handle.

to 7-8-8.5-10mm.
n

Offices and administrative buildings.

n

Banks and hotels.

n

Hospitals, clinics,

n

Public spaces, such as shopping malls

and retirement homes.

and restaurants.

n

Schools, and universities.

n

DIN Left and Right adjustable onsite.

n

Upward and downward (max. 45°)

tubular frame doors with a small

handle movement.

standard backset, which prevents

DOM-SECURITY SA
20 Rue de l’Arc de Triomphe
75017, Paris
France
T +33 (0)1 - 46 22 09 00
E contact@dom-security.com

MAKE THE ENIQ GUARD TRULY YOURS

ENiQ door handles are future-proof

Whatever type of building you manage,

and easily set up to function and

DOM-UK LTD

the Guard’s stylish yet universal design

behave any way you want - through

Unit 12, Cleton Street Business Park

makes it the perfect upgrade for any

intuitive online connectivity and PC

door. Its user-friendly character is

software, using the handy ENiQ app,

further strengthened by the battery

and configured with transponders

choice, allowing for long-lasting

or key cards. It truly is your lock,

performance and easy maintenance.

and your choice.

Cleton Street, Tipton, DY4 7TR
United Kingdom
T +44 (0)121 - 569 7790
E support@dom-uk.co.uk

DOM SECURITY - EXPORT DEPARTMENT

E export@dom-europe.fr

Subject to technical changes

DOM-METALUX S.A.S.

WWW.DOM-SECURITY.COM

MKTIBE299070

Your expert safety advisor:

47 bis Rue Jeanne d’Arc
52115 SAINT-DIZIER cedex
France
T +33 (0)3 - 25 05 86 30
F +33 (0)3 - 25 56 62 61

